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“Brock’s book is a sophisticated monster. Here, language is  
a junkyard drum set of evil sounds, let loose in pursuit of an enemy 
half-machinic, half-mythic. Success is mutually assured destruction.” 

LINDA BESNER, author of Feel Happier in Nine Seconds

“David James Brock is the vital, urgent and mesmerizing maestro  
of the breakdown. Ten-Headed Alien documents the struggle  

for coherence and connection where we encounter the monster  
of our history and where the fertile ruins of the present  

are surveyed from the ruins of the future.”

DANIEL SCOTT TYSDAL, author of Fauxccasional Poems

“With a sinister exuberance, Brock’s poems reveal human failure, 
vulnerability and hubris. Ten-Headed Alien contains poems of unease, 

and of familiarity, and in them we are all a little monstrous.”

DINA DEL BUCCHIA, author of Don’t Tell Me What to Do
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PROG I
GOOD MEN MAKE 

GOOD RHINOCEROSES, 
UNFORTUNATELY.

– EUGÈNE IONESCO, 
RHINOCEROS 
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Tell Me What to Do (Now that I’m Awake)

Tell me which song, played first, will get me out of bed today.

Tell me if I’m simulating the general anxiety in the bass solo I heard on a 
subgenre album’s twenty-eight minute track.

Tell me there’s a prize for the losers in Jeopardy played to the death.

Silver medal. Pawn hearts. Blue ribbon. Brain salad.

I start this morning’s tournament of champions down in the hole, a goblet 
of brain choir with a skull full of strings.

I’m burnin’ for you under the patchwork quilt my mother sewed from the 
Fabutanned skin of my fake brother, Bailey.

March Madness. This or That. Kumite. Sixties Space Race. 

I just woke from a dream where I was buying Cherry Skoal with a Discover Card 
in the Van Allen belt.

I blow hot air and alien metal into my bio because my name rhymes with 
Prog Rock.

Tell me where to watch tonight’s moon set from a sober white cliff.

Waxing. Waning. Gibbous. Billy Gibbons.

Tell me the name of the tune the man in dandelion high-tops whistles 
as he Electric Slides up Yonge.

In the Leonard Cohen funeral fantasy, my friends hate me once they translate 
my boredom with Canadian eulogies.

Today is just a duded up klatch of Either/Or : baroque or proto-prog, Soho 
photobooth or Instagram selfie, either the rest of my life or the rest of my day. 
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An artist I admired traded in his name, his diet, and now offers tarot 
readings on Space Station Mir.

Today is an armadillo on wheels posing by an octuple rainbow. 

Today is an arm transplant where the arm keeps choking you because 
your arm was the arm of a killer!

In a galaxy far from my electric light toothbrush, everyone had to get out 
of bed for the job they were given: trilobite chef, cyborg wet nurse, 
executive assistant to the necromancer of soldiers. 

Tell me that mood is a genetic scheme, getting soused a gene and that 
back in the day life expectancy was πr-cubed

Tell me my wartime strategy would have been a hideout, a dreamboat 
oil rig off Crete, learning to play “The Bladder-Stone Operation” 
on a viol for a tuberculotic lover. 

Tell me my post-nuclear strategy will be a soft rock party on an oil-can 
hoverboard. 

Tell me my GMO-ragamuffins would hate the coward they saw in a 
water-stained black & white writing sonnets in a trench. 

Double sunrise is an alarm clock singing Robot roll call.

Metallurgy: pre-beginner, and I spilled the molten nickels.

Fry a perfect platypus egg: one, and it was luck with a mindcrime of butter.

Autopen autographs: piss poor.

Servo. Gypsy. Crow!
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What vinyl-loving prick of a friend taught me my binary habits through 
soundtracks?

Judgement Night. Xanadu. Astro-acoustic covers. 

Tell me I’m superstitious, then get me three steel ladders, two spayed 
cats and whatever the witches in Macbeth needed.

Bubble. Trouble. Toil. Hubble.

Tell me that trivia will triple-drown this abraxas, pull the whip from his 
hand, drag my ass off the mattress.

It’s only music, bro, pick a twenty-two-minute song and shimmy, says one of 
my McConaugheys forged in the land of the grey and pink. 

Outside, I hear a two-headed spaniel bark. 

I look out the window: no spaniel of Orthus, just a unicorn with its skin 
turned inside out.

I know you’re out there this morning, in suits of armour, mittens over 
iron thumbs, -15°C in the RadioShack parking lot where they once 
held Viking funerals.

Tell me how much bitcoin’s in my bank vault, so I can buy a castle on 
the butthole surf. 

Krapp’s tapes. Mixed tapes. Tapes from FM-radio tapes.

Rambling VoxBox, bad choices, the guilt I felt draining my tattoo ink in 
the Phalasarna sun where I hoped to dry out.

Siri, tell me the Greek word for a brick thick man-baby? 
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Tell me where my tongue goes when I try to pronounce liver enzymes 
or Cretan dishes on a menu? 

I double-check phone-Twitter for strategic-retweet-opportunities.

My voice wolfs our air, your smart fridge, this white space . . .  mic drop! 

My therapist’s disembodied head tells me, does this music decision really 
matter –play all the songs, motherfucker. 

Your thoughts are the things in your way, motherfucker.

Enter the ring with me, motherfucker, says the Axl Rose who won’t sue me.

Tell me to write a poem called “Someone is Always Telling You Not 
to Worry.”

Tell me to write a novel like Hardcastle or de Mariaffi.

Tell me to write a play like Moscovitch or Betroffenheit.

Tell me to learn backflips or comet-riding or enjambment. 

Today I will lie to everyone I see: I read that book too. I know all the stars 
in Draco. I’m fine, and you?

So it’s hot-or-not to the streaming service finalists: Yes (1972) or 
Marin Marais (1792)?

Contrabass. Roundabout. Mellotron. Harpsichord.

Tell me to stop scrolling through music and 3-2-1 the morning’s mute 
button.
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Tell me to be bad and bold and wise and stronger, so I can hold up Roy 
Halladay’s plane from the Gulf of Mexico.

Tell me to drink red punch mixed by the Blue Öyster Cult, to control a 
cottage fire, to keep the most beautiful griefs from a stage.

Tell me I’ll be, like, dead by 2112.

My drink of choice is a happy hour bucket of Harold on the rocks. 

I haven’t told anyone what I mean for a super-duper long time. 

“Aqualung,” “Motorbreath,” “21st Century Schizoid Man.”

Tell me which one.

“Shitlist,” “Limelight,” “Linoleum” –  “Get in the Ring” is in my head.

I’m in a terrible place for an odyssey to start. 

Just tell me which one.

I’ve been awake for ten seconds.

This is just how the days start right now.

Tell me which song to play. 
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Bionic Pigeon Wing on the Roadside

There’s this single wing synthesis, just one part left 
from the bionic pigeon. The curb is thick with road dust 
and titanium bones retain their shape. Red wires 

spit sparks to signal It’s over. And maybe the rest 
of the fleshmachine is in the scrap heap, molted and sold 
per pound. Maybe the automaton flies in circles with just

one wing, searching, programmed for searching, a lost 
piece of self. Or maybe each part has found its way. Brain 
of silicon in a coder’s trophy case. Heart of palladium 

and tantalum among the taxidermist’s shelves. The cryolite 
eyes become playground marbles in games of keepsies 
where the runts learn to gamble. Maybe the other wing, 

also broke from body, is halfway up the road, carried 
a klick in the gutterwind the 191 makes. Or this: the second 
wing sleeps in a street sweeper’s belly. For now, we have 

one wing levitating in pulses of traffic’s breath. We can’t find 
the rest of it. But it could only go so far without closed 
loops of the intact machine. These blood-and-guts birds 

have no mystery. They die in heaps at clean glass windows. 
They evolve pygostyles when tails impede flight. Lop off 
that parson’s nose of cooked birds. Our birds learn tool use 

and puzzles. Their feathers drop from high-voltage lines, 
free from forged deaths our created wings cling to. Don’t look, 
we say –  then look. Recoil at their mess. Bionic pigeons spare 

us roadkill. They leave us nothing. We are left searching for 
a lost piece. And maybe a crow perches on a doorknob, picks 
a lock with an artificial ulna. Cracks the door and drops the key.
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Sunrise with Sea Monsters

You’ll love my children more than I do.
I will brag about a sapphire dug

from the sandbox. You’ll think I’m
hungover. Gin. I am, and I’ll have kid shit

in my fingernails. A night swigging art 
is a hulk eschewing the shore, but the 

swimmer is poor, sighs then sinks.

∙ ∙ 

Dumb tentacle slaps the single parent:
a detriment . . .  only two eyes watch . . .  

Compare it to a pirate lost in a gulf. 
Half ♂ vs. a four-eyed leviathan.

Compare it to the one-armed ♀
juggling her bully boys. Go on. Pump out 

new cowards who fear the stone they turn to.

∙ ∙ 

You’ll hate this. Fires blind the

coastal fabric stitches. DNA and dental 
records are ash. I sketch my dad strong 

with Poseidon’s head: ψ.
Drag phobias to the water column’s 

lowest part. Here is where a 
sea god bobs, a body mishmash birthed.
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balloon Balloon BALLOON 

Six: Robot chooses blue from a carny. 
It is only kind of like the blue of sky. 
Carny loops ribbon ’round wrist yaw, and Robot fears her own liftoff. 
The countdown stops when Robot remains planted. 
She reads her gravity.

Five: the Ferris wheel is a robot. 
The Tilt-a-Whirl is a robot. 
The popcorn machine and helium tank are robots. 
She reads her motion and material in their order of clank and hiss, 

while the balloon goes squirmy on her wrist.

Four: now she watches the balloon amble up into the blue . . .  blue forever. 
Escape is a glum dance. 
No program can retrieve the balloon. 
Complex language cannot retrieve the balloon. 
Robot reads knot as ally, knot as balloon saviour. 
A clown says, No more blue, but there are plenty of orange, little boy. 
Robot reads that all is lost forever.

Three: twenty minutes later, a popped blue balloon sways to Earth and 
lands mute without much opera. 

A worm rests upon the blue, and a gull finds the worm in the grass. 
Violence comes at the carcass of the blue balloon.

Two: in four days, the worm-eating gull is eaten by a gull-eating gull. 
The meal cries. 
Bird tears are a shrill song, rare though. 
The blue balloon is now litter, unmoved and forgotten. 
A dead balloon. 
Nothing else now.
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One: Robot is kept awake by floating thoughts. 
She reads loss as blue balloons on the moon, planted by the astronaut 

who didn’t make it home. 
She reads loss as a field of blue looking for wind. 
Loss as a lonely spaceman on moon prairie, singing anthems of 

one-way trips.
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Offers More than Earthly Meat and Drink

The Soprano is Offered a New Liver for Her Voice

She’s not a mermaid. This isn’t
a punishment for stealing fire. 
The offer: keep song or cirrhosis. 
The eagle doesn’t rest at night. 

This isn’t a devil’s pact. She keeps 
soul –  though she offers it. No, 
this is my offer: live or sing? 
The terms are plain and grim. 

The bargain will break chains, 
not a hero. Not an axe, and not a
drug. She has a choice. Trade your 
gift and live or stick around silent, 

but stick around. The slow villain 
comes around, then turns away rejected. 
It’s a little test to think about, a last 
breath soon, or later, silent? 
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